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SECTION I - FOREIGN AFFAIRS

A. Arms Control, Arms Race, and Antiwar Efforts


B. Domestic Groups, Organizations, and Politics


C. Education


D. Environment


E. Foreign Aid


F. Human Rights


G. Immigration and Refugees


Lukens, Espinosa Patrick. "Mexico, Mexican Americans and the FDR Administration's Racial..."


H. Individuals


I. Intelligence


J. International Law


K. International Organizations


L. International Trade and Economics


Mason, 1999 (PS), DA 9919516, Jl. 1999.


M. Literature and Miscellaneous


N. Media and Public Opinion


O. Military and National Security Affairs


P. Missionaries


Q. Philosophy and Theory


Southern California, 1999 (PS), DA 9955054, Je. 2000.


R. Presidency


S. State Department


SECTION II — HISTORICAL PERIODS

A. Colonial and Revolutionary


B. The Nineteenth Century


C. 1900-1939


D. Cold War


E. Vietnam to the End of the Century


SECTION III — REGIONS

A. Asia and the Pacific


B. Canada


C. Central America and the Caribbean


**D. Eastern Europe**


**E. Latin America**


**F. Middle East and the Persian Gulf**


G. Russia and the Soviet Union


H. Sub-Saharan Africa


I. Western Europe


Giauque, Jeffrey Glen. "Upheaval in the Alliance: The Atlantic Powers and the Reorganization of